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The current market conditions are not
favourable for speculative growth as debt costs
rise and consumers tighten their belts.
However, within a bear market strong rallies
can occur following even with the hint of
positive news. The MPH over the third quarter is
the only Reeve portfolio to generate a return
despite the challenges that risk assets face,
registering a modest 0.29%. It highlights the
turbulence within the market and that
remaining invested provides the greatest
opportunity to recover losses. Growth equities
which were once considered over-valued are
now at attractive valuations. Under normal
market conditions this would present an
excellent buying opportunity however
forecasted earnings are being adjusted to price
in negative market sentiment which could see
equities slip further. Further volatility is
expected in the short term however the MPH is
positioned for market rallies and has been the
top performer against the Reeves models in the
several rising prices phases that hve occurred
this year.
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MARKET ROUND UP

Global consumer and investor confidence is its
lowest point dating back to when records began.
Investors continue to favour Value over Growth
strategies with major growth indices registering
capital losses. Over the third quarter equities have
slipped further amid uncertainty which expected
to linger into the fourth quarter. The S&P 500
ended the quarter 5.50% worse off, Nasdaq-100 a
negative 6.90% and the FTSE 100 down 4.81%.
Analysts have adjusted companies projected
earnings as consumer spending is forecast to fall.
Equity markets are pricing in a potentially volatile
November as US companies report on their
quarterly earnings. The strength of the USD has
boosted performance of funds that generate
returns in USD for GBP investors. All major
currencies have depreciated against the dollar
including the Yen. The increase in Japanese
exports from a 24-year low Yen has seen the Nikkei
225 Japanese index rise by a modest 1.16%. Since
the GBP has been relatively stable against the Yen
returns have not deteriorated. Inflation continues
to be stubbornly high with further interest rate
increases forecasted for quarter four. However,
investors are carefully monitoring any sign that 
 central banks tightening policies could pivot and
as seen in July sentiment could change.
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